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A BSTRACT
Malicious software, short malware, refers to software programs that
are designed to cause damage or to perform unwanted actions on the
infected computer system. The behavior-based analysis of malware
typically utilizes tools that produce lengthy traces of observed events,
which have to be analyzed manually or by means of individual
scripts. Due to the growing amount of data extracted from malware
samples, analysts are in need of an interactive tool that supports
them in their exploration efforts. In this respect, the use of visual
analytics methods and stored expert knowledge helps the user to
speed up the exploration process and, furthermore, to improve the
quality of the outcome. In this paper, the previously developed
KAMAS concept is extended with components such as a bi-gram
based valuation approach to cover further malware analysts’ needs.
The components have been integrated a new prototype which was
evaluated by two domain experts in a detailed user study.
Index Terms: K.6.1 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]:
User Interfaces—User-centered design—Evaluation/methodology;
1 I NTRODUCTION & R ELATED W ORK
Malicious software (malware) is one of the biggest threats to computer systems these days [6]. Malware includes viruses, trojan
horses, worms, rootkits, scareware, and spyware [6]. By now there
are millions of malicious programs and the number is increasing
every day. Malware analysis is commonly defined as “the art of
dissecting malware to understand how it works, how to identify it,
and how to defeat or eliminate it” [6]. Egele et al. [3] presented a
general literature for malware analysis techniques and tools. For the
categorization of such systems, Wagner et al. [8] published a survey
of different visualization systems for malware analysis and developed a novel ’Malware Visualization Taxonomy’. To cover all of
the malware analyst’s needs, Wagner et al. [7] performed a problem
characterization and abstraction elaborating the analysts needs in
behavior-based malware analysis. In a design study for behaviorbased knowledge-assisted malware analysis, a novel system called
KAMAS was presented [10]. The malware analyst’s workflow involves the tasks of examining potentially malicious rules, selecting
them, categorizing them, and storing the found rules in a knowledge
database (KDB) [10]. A focus group meeting with members of an
Austrian IT security company, an IT security university research
department, and the developers of the initial KAMAS prototype
was conducted to identify the need for additional features requested
by domain experts to extend the KAMAS design study [10]. We
developed an interactive prototype to extend the KAMAS design
study [10] with the new feature of Bi-Gram supported Generic
Knowledge-Assisted Malware Analysis System (BiG2-KAMAS).

The new features at hand include a generic data loading process,
the extension of the knowledge database (KDB) for benign rules
and the implementation of a bi-gram based valuation approach of
Luh et al. [5]. A bi-gram is an n-gram where the length of n = 2.
An n-gram, in turn, is a coherent sequence of n elements. In this
approach the elements are system or API calls. Each bi-gram has a
score in the range [-1, 1], which indicates whether this pair of calls
is malicious or benign. These features are evaluated in a user study
to verify if the new features enhance the analysts’ workflow.
2 B I - GRAM C ONCEPT
This section describes the new features of the BiG2-KAMAS system.
Since the BiG2-KAMAS prototype is based on the prototype of
Wagner et al. [10], it also uses a data-oriented design concept [4].
The KDB was integrated to support the user during their analysis
tasks and is based on the malware behavior schema of Dornhackl
et al. [2]. The KDB is located at the left side of the prototype (see
Figure 1:1a) and is implemented in a hierarchical tree structure.
In the BiG2-KAMAS prototype the KDB was extended by one
additional category to store the benign rule data (‘benign activity’).
Element Coloring: For the rule highlighting as well as the bi-gram
visualization, a sequential coloring scheme from red to blue was
selected. Red indicates that the rule or bi-gram is malicious and
a blue one stands for a benign rule or bi-gram.
Bi-Gram Visualization: The bi-gram approach is visualized in the
third column of the call overview table (see Figure 1:2b). For the
bi-gram based valuation two different visualization approaches were
implemented: First, if the width of the bi-gram column is bigger
than 75px, the prototype visualizes the bi-gram values as bar charts,
whereby each bar starts in the middle of the bi-gram column. If
the bi-gram score is between 0 and -1, the bi-gram is malicious and
visualized from the middle to the left in red. If the bi-gram score is
between 0 and 1 the bi-gram is benign and the bar chart is visualized
from the middle to the right side in blue. The visualization approach
was chosen to give the user a quick but still precise overview of the
bi-gram based scores. If the width of the bi-gram column is smaller
than 75px, the bar charts are hardly recognizable. Thus, the system
switches to the second visualization designed along the ‘semantic
zoom’ [1] concept. Thereby, the bi-gram values are visualized as a
colored filled rectangle. To visualize the value of the malicious or
benign bi-gram, the system changes the alpha value of the displayed
color. Therefore, the darker the color, the higher the value. Since
the difference of an alpha value between 255 and 240 is not easy to
recognize, we decided to implement only four graduation steps for
the alpha value. The visualization with the alpha value is less precise
than the visualization with the bar charts but easier to comprehend.
3 E VALUATION & D ISCUSSION
Usability study: For the prototype validation, a user study with two
domain experts was conducted. Each test took approximately one
hour in which the domain experts validated the functionality as well

Figure 1: The BiG2-KAMAS prototype and it’s three sections: Section 1 shows the knowledge base, section 2 shows the rule exploration area and
section 3 shows the rule exploration area.

as the visual interface design. Both participants have more than five
years of experience in the field of malware analysis. Each participant was tested individually and had already tested the KAMAS
prototype at least once. They tested the prototype in two scenarios
with various input data to validate the generic data loading process.
Both participants mentioned that the bi-gram visualization is very
helpful to identify potentially malicious or benign call sequences,
helping to decide whether a rule is malicious or not. Additionally,
it could be valuable to implement a rule creation process where the
analyst can build rules based on the known system and API calls [9].
Fulfilled feature requests: Furthermore, the performed user study
confirmed that the following three feature requests are fulfilled by
the BiG2-KAMAS prototype:
Generic data loading: The BiG2-KAMAS prototype is structured
to enable the generic loading of any kind of data. To make this
possible the input data as well as the prototype’s database are based
on unique identifiers instead of the actual values. Only with the
corresponding translation table the system can translate the IDs to
the actual values. Thus, it is possible to load any data as long as
there is a translation table available.
Extend the KDB with benign rules: To fulfill this requirement the
KDB was extended with an additional category for benign activity.
The KDB’s highlighting and filter pipeline were extended to identify
and filter partially and fully benign rules, which are highlighted in
blue to avoid a red and green hues for colorblind people [11, p. 124].
Implementation of bi-gram based valuation: To support the bigram approach [5] the prototype’s rule detail table was adopted.
Since many domain experts mentioned that the arc-diagram visualization is not very helpful [10], it was replaced by the bi-gram
visualization. Thus, the bi-gram based valuation is implemented in
two different approaches based on the available width (size > 75px
:= bar chart, size ≤ 75px := alpha channel coloring).
In general, this work presented a design study for a ‘Bi-Gram
Supported Generic Knowledge-Assisted Malware Analysis System’
(BiG2-KAMAS) including a description, demonstration and validation for its new implemented features.
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